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Overview
•

Undergraduate students learn concepts of and attacks on security protocols from coursework, but have
difficulty applying these skills to designing and verifying real-world security protocols

•

We currently develop teaching material to address this deficiency through hands-on modeling and
verification of current security protocols using tools from academia/industry

•

Material will be integrated into Networking course at Imperial College London, but also publicly available
for adaptation or rearrangement

Approach

Goals

•

•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of at least one protocol modeling tool

•

Design and validation of novel security protocols

•

Development of bespoke teaching material
focusing on modeling security protocols
Consists of individual flexible modules that can
be rearranged to fit student and course needs

•

Provides background material in related subjects
that students may not be familiar with

•

Includes supplemental material on more
advanced topics for longer courses or
experienced students

•

Competence in modeling security protocols
Understanding of formal intruder models
Ability to interpret tool results and attack traces
Appreciation of theoretical limitations in formal
modeling and verification of protocols
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Fig. A: Proposed module sequence for teaching material

Figure 1: Our teaching modules and their dependencies.

Example Protocol Model
example,
role alice (A, B:For
agent,
Ka, Kb: public_key,
SND, RCV: channel (dy))
played_by which
A def=

State := 0
transition

end role
...

a simple sentence in English can be defined by the following grammar
0. State = 0 /\ RCV(start) =|>

sentence
subject
verb/\article
object
State':=!
2 /\
Na' := new()
SND({Na'.A}
_Kb)

role session(A, B: agent, Ka, Kb: public_key)
def=
local SA, RA, SB, RB: channel (dy)

allows us to form simple sentences such/\ as
“Alice ate an apple.”
secret(Na',na,{A,B})
composition
local
Likewise, network protocols also specify the
syntax and semantics of computeralice(A,B,Ka,Kb,SA,RA)
communications, while
/\ witness(A,B,bob_alice_na,Na')
State : nat,
simultaneously providing additional mechanisms
authentication,
detection and cor2. State = 2 /\for
RCV({Na.Nb'}_Ka)
=|> signaling, and/\error
bob (A,B,Ka,Kb,SB,RB)
These protocols can be abstracted into a number of conceptual layers that compose the Open
Na, Nb: rection.
text
State':= 4 /\ SND({Nb'}_Kb)
end role
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, shown in Figure 2.
init
/\ request(A,B,alice_bob_nb,Nb')
...
For example, in order to access the Internet, our computers frequently connect to an upstream router
or switch over Ethernet. This composes the physical layer of the OSI model, and is defined by a physical
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interconnect using the RJ45 connector and the CAT5/5e/6 cabling standard. Higher up at the network
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layer, computers
exchange
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the Internet
(IP), techniques
which specifies
addresses
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computers on the network and delivers datagrams based on that address space.
developing teaching material to build student experience through hands-on exercises
• Currently
Even higher up at the transport layer are protocols like Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) that define
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into Networking
course
Imperial
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the mechanisms
for establishing
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can give certain guarantees to communication streams, for example that a sequence of datagrams arrive in
will be able to interpret output of modeling tools and appreciate their theoretical approach
• Students
order (even though not all datagrams may arrive). TCP/IP form the backbone for application layer protocols
such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Transport Layer Security (TLS), which we all use to

